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Tumor cell plasticity: the challenge to catch a moving target
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Abstract Every cancer cell is ‘‘different’’—within one

and the same tumor, between different lesions originating

from the same tumor, among different patients suffering

from the same tumor type, and certainly between different

tumor types. The complexity of tumor development, with

its genetic, phenotypic and functional heterogeneity and

plasticity within tumors and between primary tumors and

metastases, underlies the unpredictable influences and

stimuli of a tumor-associated inflammatory microenviron-

ment, immune response, mechanical and metabolic stress,

therapy-induced inflammation or interaction with micro-

biota. The stochastic and context dependent nature of these

factors accounts for the difficulties to investigate the

impact of resulting cell plasticity on tumor development,

and justifies the challenge to prevent tumor recurrence. The

emerging concept of cell plasticity and reciprocity (to

change the phenotype by processing signals from the

environment) throws more light on the actual complexity

of tumor heterogeneity than can be expected solely from a

unidirectional, classical cancer stem cell (CSC) model. To

date, it remains widely unclear to what extent cell plasticity

impacts tumor development, and it is difficult to assess by

current methods. As a high tumor plasticity is likely to

predict a poor outcome for patients, the future therapeutic

challenge will be the development of personalized treat-

ment strategies to predict and finally prevent cell plasticity

in patients.
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Introduction

Normal tissues display a well-organized tissue structure

consisting of different functional cell types residing in their

specialized niches. However, in the event of tumor devel-

opment, the stable cell order, maintained by tissue

homeostasis, is replaced by uncontrolled self-renewal of

transformed cells, leading to a disorganized tissue structure

and the establishment of a new niche, a tumor supportive

inflammatory microenvironment, consisting of malignant

epithelial cells, abnormal fibroblasts, endothelial cells and

diverse infiltrated cytokine secreting immune cells that

normally restore the tissue structure under physiologic

conditions (Fig. 1). The evolving and expanding genetic

and phenotypic tumor tissue heterogeneity confers to the

tumor a degenerated structure uncoupled from the

homeostatic hierarchical tissue organization. This holds

tremendous obstacles for targeting the different tumor cell

subpopulations successfully, and results in the event of

frequent relapse after treatment, e.g. in colon cancer [1].

The majority of cancer patients die from metastatic dis-

semination, due to resistance of the tumor towards current

therapeutic strategies that are unable to target all pheno-

typically and genetically diverse tumor cell types. The

phenotypic, morphological, signaling, and genetic differ-

ences can be observed even between primary and meta-

static lesions within the same patient (intrapatient

heterogeneity) and within the same lesion (intratumoral

heterogeneity) [2, 3]. Hence, tumors acquire smart strate-

gies to establish their heterogenous character in order to
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escape the immune system and avoid therapeutic inter-

vention. Several concepts evolved within the last years,

suggesting possible causes and sources of tumor hetero-

geneity and how tumors become metastatic and therapy

resistant, finally resulting in tumor relapse and a poor

outcome for the patient:

1. Cancer stem cell (CSC) hypothesis: in this unidirec-

tional hierarchical model, only a genetically superior

subpopulation of tumor initiating cancer cells can fuel

tumor growth by generating more differentiated non-

CSC without tumorigenic potential. Accordingly,

tumors are subject to a hierarchical organization from

the top down, akin to a normal homeostatic tissue

hierarchy maintained by normal stem cells [4–6].

2. Stochastic model: Every cell within a tumor or tissue is

capable to fuel a tumor [7]. Transformed cells can

change their phenotype and their potential by accu-

mulating further mutations, or stochastically change

their phenotype reversibly in response to microenvi-

ronmental influences. Different populations of sub-

clones with robust properties can become dominant

according to a Darwinian evolution process [8–11].

Unidirectional, genetic models of tumorigenesis may

only partially explain the source of tumor heterogeneity, as

survival in the constantly changing tissue environment

rather requires a highly adaptable character. Unpredictable

stochastic influences are likely to provoke a reversible,

‘‘plastic’’ process to meet the requirements of rapid adap-

tation to survive in a dynamic tumor environment.

CSC hypothesis in question

The CSC hypothesis suggests that there is a small subset of

potent tumorigenic cells with stem-cell–like properties that

act as the cell of origin to initiate and progress a tumor in a

hierarchical fashion. CSC-like cells with the highest car-

cinogenic potential can undergo symmetric divisions to

increase in numbe,r but majorly perform asymmetric

divisions in order to generate more differentiated non-CSC

progeny (Fig. 1) [12, 13]. CSCs have the ability to main-

tain a hierarchical organization of the primary tumor as

well as of the corresponding metastatic deposit. Hence,

CSC are a minor subpopulation of highly tumorigenic

cancer cells possessing the main potential to initiate and

progress a tumor alongside with a bulk of their non-

tumorigenic progeny. The model implies that once a CSC

exits the CSC state, it cannot re-enter. However, the pro-

portion of tumorigenic cells following this model is widely

Fig. 1 Inflammation-induced

cancer cell plasticity and

heterogeneity
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unclear. Several markers of CSC have been proposed, such

as CD24, CD44, CD133, and CD166 for colorectal cancer

(CRC) [14–16]. But so far, a robust marker of CSCs has not

been identified. The expression of these proposed markers

is not strictly confined to, but overlap in, specific groups of

stem or progenitor cells, though expression levels may

vary. For example, CD166 can be ubiquitously expressed

in differentiated murine and human colon epithelial cells

[17]. The caveat to the classic CSC model is its simplifi-

cation towards a rigid, unidirectional nature of tumor

development as more and more evidence comes up indi-

cating a rather complex, dynamic and plastic tumor orga-

nization, in which tumor cells have the ability to adapt

rapidly to multiple different intrinsic and changing

extrinsic influences.

There is evidence that neoplastic and normal epithelial

cells can re-enter a stem cell state, indicating a dynamic

plasticity between CSC and non-CSC populations,

depending on various intrinsic but mainly extrinsic factors

that confer to non-CSC cells the ability to initiate a tumor

de novo, or contribute significantly to tumor aggressive-

ness. It implies that a subpopulation of tumorigenic cells,

constantly changing in phenotype, number and tumor

intrinsic location depending on various factors, contributes

to tumor progression. Therefore, CSCs act as moving tar-

gets, which are difficult to hit therapeutically. Also, the

amount of contributing cells remains unpredictable. By

means of fate mapping, selective cell ablation, and trans-

plantation assays, given the existence of a permissive

environment, it may now be possible to assess the contri-

bution of the different tumor cell populations’ potential in a

better way. The inability to reproduce the tumorigenic

potential of solid human tumor cells with predicted, iden-

tified CSC markers undermines the idea of a strict hierar-

chical organization of tumors. The same tumors of different

patients can display an extensively heterogeneous charac-

ter, implicating either a steep hierarchy of some cells

giving rise to large numbers of non-tumorigenic progeny, a

shallow hierarchy in which most cells give rise to some

non-tumorigenic progeny, or almost no hierarchy, as

almost every cell can contribute to tumor growth.

Accordingly, the more shallow the hierarchy, the more

cells contribute to tumor growth, and hence the worse are

the treatment options; e.g., studies in benign and malignant

papilloma confirmed a steep hierarchy in benign tumors

and a more shallow hierarchy in advanced, untreatable

tumors [18]. In primary human CRC, subpopulations of

lentivirus-labeled cells [19] behaved different after serial

transplantation into mice. Some populations were always

abundant and persisted, some were abundant and became

rare, and some were rare and became more abundant,

suggesting an inherent functional variability apart from

genetic variability. In advanced tumors, cancer cells

frequently change their phenotype by switching between

the mesenchymal and epithelial cell states; e.g. breast

cancer cells have even been shown to be more potent in a

mesenchymal state than in an epithelial state [20]. So far,

reversible transitions between tumorigenic and non-

tumorigenic states have primarily been shown in vitro, and

the actual abundance of interchangeability between dif-

ferent cell states within a tumor and its contribution to

tumorigenesis and therapy resistance remains to be

addressed in more detail. Therapy resistant cell populations

can benefit from the chronic inflammatory tumor micro-

environment, as well as from therapy-induced tissue injury,

which provides the protecting niche for survived tumor

cells, which in turn are predisposed to accumulate further

mutations at a higher rate under the selective pressure of

the inflammatory conditions [21].

For example, selection for tumor cell subpopulations that

harbor genetic amplifications and deletions of genes that are

involved in nucleoside synthesis, which target drugs such as

methotrexate and 5-fluorouracil [22], can lead to drug

resistance. Deep sequencing is one option to assess the

composition of subclonal populations; however, it does not

capture the potential of reciprocity. Whole genome analyses

of somatic mutations demonstrated that only a limited

number of driver mutations account for the malignancy of a

tumor [23]. Tumors from different tissues show differing

genetic variability ranges; e.g., data from AML [24, 25],

CLL [26], breast cancer [27, 28] and pancreatic cancer [29,

30] display genetic variabilty to a large extent, while human

CRC cells revealed only a small number of genetically

variant cells in serially tranplanted cells [15, 16].

The instant development of resistance to multiple che-

motherapeutics, as well as the reversibility of acquired drug

resistance in some patients after exposing them to a second

cycle of treatment, indicate that frequently non-mutational

events can lead to drug unresponsiveness. Tumor cells

respond to microenvironmental conditions by interchang-

ing cell states and changing their phenotype [6]; e.g.,

quiescent cells could either be in a stem cell-like state or in

a highly differentiated state and can resume proliferation

once microenvironmental conditions allow it.

This observation challenges the classical, rigid CSC

hierarchy model proposing that tumors originate from one

fixed subpopulation of cells. The plastic model suggests that

a flexible pool of cells within a tissue can revert to or become

a tumorigenic cell and vice versa (Fig. 1). Tumor hetero-

geneity by cell plasticity can be observed independent of the

tumor type, indicating coexistence and cooperation of

continuous genetic alterations and reversible phenotypic

plasticity between differentiated and dedifferentiated stem

cell-like states. It is also likely that both CSC as well as a

stochastic process apply to human cancers, and that tumors

exhibit traits that are generated by both models [31].
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Inflammatory microenvironment: inflammatory

mediators induce phenotypic plasticity

The inflammatory microenvironment is shown to have a

crucial role during tumor progression in colon cancer and

other tumors, by promoting cell plasticity and therefore

heterogeneity. Heterogeneous tumor progression is an

adaptive and dynamic process that is guided by soluble

factors from the inflammatory stroma in the tumor’s adja-

cency, including fibroblasts, endothelial cells, pluripotent

mesenchymal stem cells, as well as diverse immune cells,

leading to a change in the tumor’s differentiation state,

affecting phenotype, cell adhesion, morphology and cyto-

skeletal dynamics [32–35]. A reciprocal interaction of

tumor microenvironment including inflammatory cells,

soluble factors and the extracellular matrix (ECM) with

tumor cells [8, 36, 37] leads to dynamic epigenetic and cell

signaling network alterations, and ultimately determines

the heterogeneity of a tumor (Fig. 1) [38–41].

The inflammatory microenvironment builds up gradu-

ally during tumor development. A variety of stromal cells,

together with endothelial cells to generate an adequate

blood supply for the developing tumor, is conscripted to the

site of tumorigenesis. Once present at the tumor site,

stromal cells become activated in a mutual crosstalk with

tumor cells, altering their normal secretion pattern of

cytokines, growth factors, and ECM components to create

a ‘‘reactive stroma’’ promoting tumor progression by

increasing tumor cell proliferation and degrading basement

membranes to enhance invasive ability. For example,

microenvironmental TNF-a released from endothelial and

stromal cells induces cancer cells to secrete chemokines,

attracting myeloid tumor promoting immune cells [42].

Specifically, colon and breast cancer cells are shown to

secrete the chemokines Cxcl1 and Cxcl2, leading to the

recruitment of Gr1 ? myeloid cells, which in turn secrete

S100A8/9, conferring to tumor cells a Stat3- and NF-jB-

mediated protective effect against cell death and chemo-

therapy [43]. Moreover, TNF-a and IL-6 are shown to

force a differentiation state switch to a mesenchymal cell

state in epithelial tumor cells, through NF-jB signal

induction in breast, lung, colon tumor cells, as well as

melanoma cells [42, 44–47].

The NF-jB signaling pathway is one of the central

signaling pathways involved in the production of the

inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, IL-11, and TNF-a,

and is therefore responsible for survival, proliferation and

cell plasticity in all tumor stages via distinct mechanisms

[48, 49]. NF-jB, activated in myeloid cells, controls the

production of inflammatory cytokines, which in turn acti-

vate NF-jB in initiated epithelial cells, leading o tran-

scription of genes that promote cell survival and

proliferation and that actively suppress apoptosis [50]. NF-

jB activity also results in the upregulation of inducible

nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) in epithelial cells and can lead

to DNA damage and hence to cell transformation [51].

Preventing NF-jB activation in myeloid cells of mice leads

to a decreased number and size of colitis-associated tumors

[50].

Other microenvironmental components, such as hypoxia

and hypoxia-induced VEGF, affect tumor and immune cell

plasticity by recruitment of regulatory T cells and other

immune suppressive immune cells contributing to an

angiogenic switch [52, 53]. A side effect of hypoxia,

altered tumor metabolism and tumor acidification via lac-

tate secretion and anaerobic glycolysis results in an

impaired immune effector T cell function [53] and

enhanced recruitment of myeloid derived suppressor cells,

further promoting tumor aggressiveness and therapy

resistance via microenvironmentally induced tumor

plasticity.

The tumor niche also shapes the response to the selec-

tive pressure of drug treatment, and may affect the emer-

gence of resistance. Therefore, the composition of the

tumor microenvironment crucially impacts patients’ sur-

vival and relapse after chemotherapy by helping to estab-

lish a chemoresistant niche [43]. Increased occurrence of

mesenchymal markers corresponds to an increased resis-

tance to chemotherapy and immunotherapy, as has been

observed in patients and mouse models [44, 54, 55]. In

patients with breast cancer, the presence of macrophages

was observed to be indicative of the outcome of therapy

success and the survival of tumor cell survival [56].

Therefore, the mutual interaction between microenviron-

mental components and tumor cells favors increased phe-

notypic tumor cell and immune cell plasticity, facilitating

advanced malignant tumor development. Consequently, the

reactive stroma plays a prominent inductive role in the

conversion of non-CSC to CSC-like cell states increasing

an aggressive tumor character in colon, breast, as well as

other cancers [57–60]. The interaction between the

inflammatory microenvironment and CSC formation could

be demonstrated in a transgenic mouse model of Barrett’s

esophageal adenocarcinoma [61]. In response to bile acid-

induced IL-1b—and IL-6—dependent inflammation and

Dll1-dependent Notch signaling, gastric cardia progenitor

cells migrated into the distal esophagus and gave rise to

columnar-like metaplasia [62]. Inflammation-induced

plasticity of tumor cells and immune cells was also

observed in mouse melanoma models [44]. The power of

the microenvironment on cell plasticity, apart from cell-

intrinsic mechanisms, has been detected as well during

normal homeostatic lineage differentiation of untrans-

formed intestinal stem cells (ISM), demonstrating that

epithelial lineage separation is reversible and therefore not

a true lineage commitment. Kim et al. [63] showed that ISC
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are equipotent, and lineage differentiation from ISC does

not require differential chromatin priming, as progenitors

for different lineages display comparable histone modifi-

cations and chromatin access regions, and are rather

dependent on environmental stimuli and rely on tran-

scription factor activity (Atoh1) for determining the fate of

stem cells or the reversion of differentiated cells into ISM.

Epigenetic changes and tumor heterogeneity

Mutational alterations are not the only drivers of tumori-

genesis and determinants of tumor heterogeneity, as it has

become evident that non-mutational and reversible epige-

netic events contribute to cell plasticity and significantly

impact carcinogenesis. Stochastic epigenetic changes, such

as histone and chromatin modifications and altered DNA

methylation, occur dynamically in response to environ-

mental signals during and after accumulations of mutations

that lead to alterations in the normal cellular development

and maintenance program, and hence can result in tumor

initiation [64]. Aberrant DNA methylation by upregulation

of DNA demethylases occurs soon after APC loss, indi-

cating that APC controls DNA demethylase expression and

highlights demethylation as an important event during

tumor initiation preceding hyperproliferation [65–67].

Supportingly, Apcmin mice carrying a genetic deletion for

the cytidine deaminase Apobec1 exhibit reduced polyp

formation [68]. Generally, cancers exhibit a global DNA

hypomethylation [69], but in contrast, site-specific gene

hypermethylation is also evident. Known global epigenetic

events in colorectal cancers and also in breast cancers are

hypermethylation of distinct CpG island shores (CIMP

phenotype) and in the promoter regions encoding tumor

suppressors such as p16INK4a, cell cycle regulator RB

(retinoblastoma protein) or DNA repair enzymes BRCA1

or MLH1 [64, 70, 71]. Besides global changes in DNA

methylation and increased trimethylation of H3K27me3,

other posttranslational histone modifications, such as loss

of H4K16 acetylation and reduced H4K20 methylation, are

common in CRC, and correlate with transcriptional

silencing as well as target loci for cancer-specific promoter

methylation [72, 73]. It has been suggested that epigenetics

contribute to intestinal cell fate determination, which is

frequently blocked during tumorigenesis. During tumor

initiation after the loss of APC, epigenetic changes are

shown to precede hyperproliferation and even to activate

oncogenes such as Ras [74]. As a number of studies have

failed to correlate APC loss with increased Wnt activity

through increased b-catenin nuclear translocation, epige-

netic events are likely to assist in adenoma development.

Epigenetic alterations are shown to be responsible for

increased expression of drug transporters, DNA-repair

enzymes and pro-apoptotic factors that protect against

cytotoxic drugs during tumor progression, causing rapid

disease relapses [38, 75].

Cell plasticity and reciprocity in different tumors

The reversible character and dedifferentiation of tumor

cells is a plastic process described by the loss of lineage-

specific cell marker expression and the reinitiation of a

stem-cell–like expression pattern. The degree of dediffer-

entiation is highly context and tumor dependent, but is

likely to occur throughout all stages of tumorigenesis.

Normal, differentiated epithelia are able to convert into

CSCs; e.g., the inflammatory microenvironment in

inflammatory bowel disease patients may predispose

inflamed epithelial cells towards transformation [59]. In

advanced tumors, the inflammatory microenvironment

could allow the dedifferentiation of more differentiated

tumor cells into CSCs to replenish therapeutically elimi-

nated tumor stem cells. Among all reported incidents of

cell type plasticity within tumors, melanoma tumors are

reported to belong to the most plastic tumor types with a

high tumor initiating frequency [76]. Recent reports dem-

onstrated that melanoma cells, sorted into specific cellular

subpopulations on the basis of the expression of surface

markers, spontaneously re-establish phenotypic heteroge-

neity by switching between a highly proliferative melano-

cytic state and a less differentiated invasive state in vitro.

Serial transplantation experiments revealed that melanoma

cells exist in a dynamic equilibrium between differentiated

and dedifferentiated subpopulations that express or lack the

melanocytic signature in vivo, respectively [77]. TNF-a
could reversibly switch both mouse and human melanoma

cells from a melanocytic to a non-melanocytic phenotype,

and thereby selectively impair the recognition of specific

melanocytic antigens by cytotoxic T-cells (CTLs) [44, 78,

79]. The adaption to therapy-induced inflammatory signals

in the environment in a remarkable short time period

indicates the involvement of altered epigenetic states in

cell plasticity. For example, melanoma cells expressing the

histone demethylase JARID1B are required for tumor

growth, which spontaneously can arise from JARID1B

negative melanoma cells [80]. Furthermore, Sharma et al.

demonstrated that a small subpopulation of non-small cell

lung carcinoma cells marked by JARID1A existed in a

drug-tolerant state. Importantly, cells could exit that state

and again re-enter it later on [81]. These studies reveal that

cell plasticity can lead to a drug tolerant state, implicating

substantial challenges for effective anti-tumor therapeutics.

Inflammation induced reversibility between an undiffer-

entiated stem-cell–like state or a CSC-like tumor initiating

phenotype and a differentiated state has also been
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demonstrated in breast cancer and colon cancer mouse

models [45–47, 59]. Breast cancer cells stochastically

switch between different cell states resembling their

physiological mammary gland epithelium [57]. In addition

to the expression of EMT factors, non-CSC CD44lowC-

D24low breast cancer cells were able to acquire a tumor

initiating CD44hiCD24lo cell surface marker profile char-

acteristic of breast CSC in vivo without genetic manipu-

lation [20, 57, 82]. Mechanistically, Chaffer et al. [41] gave

proof that plastic breast non-CSC maintain the ZEB1

promoter in a bivalent chromatin configuration, enabling

them to switch rapidly to an active chromatin state in

response to environmental stimuli such as TGFb.

In the intestinal epithelium, high cell plasticity can also

be observed throughout the normal homeostatic and dif-

ferentiation process. Intestinal stem cells, marked by

Lgr5?, are located at the bottom of the crypt and interact

with the surrounding microenvironmental niche to main-

tain normal epithelial differentiation and stem cells in the

crypt. Recent studies demonstrate that according to the

neutral drift model, equipotent crypt Lgr5? stem cells

divide symmetrically in the crypt; however, their fate is

determined by the surrounding niche [83]. Once stem cells

leave the crypt by losing contact with adjacent Paneth cells,

they start migrating upwards along the epithelium and

differentiate into progenitors and epithelial cells. In case of

an injury, affected Lgr5? stem cells are shown to be

replenished by either Dll1? secretory progenitors or by

Paneth cell precursors, which both have the ability to revert

to Lgr5? expressing cells [84, 85].

In the context of intestinal tumorigenesis, it has been

demonstrated based on a mouse model that TNF-a-

dependent NF-jB activation amplified Wnt activity in

transformed epithelial cells, leading to re-expression of a

stem cell transcription pattern conferring not only Lgr5?

ISM, but also Lgr5- epithelial cells the potential to re-

express Lgr5? and convert to a stem cell [59]. Lgr5? as

well as Lgr5- cells gave rise to tumors and even formed

spheroids in culture, supporting the unidirectional hierar-

chical CSC theory only to a limited extent, but rather

emphasizing an inflammation-directed bidirectional con-

version process in the context of Wnt-dependent tumori-

genesis. By use of a multicolor reporter mouse that

activates Cre recombinase in Lgr5? cells, it could be

shown that Lgr5? cells in the normal epithelium give rise

to adenomas, and after another recombination pulse, a

color switch in Lgr5? cells indicated that Lgr5? cells

within adenomas still contribute majorly to tumor growth

[86]. As most of the Lgr5? progeny were Lgr5-, it can be

speculated that most Lgr5? cells spawn fewer or not very

proliferative Lgr5- cells; however, as Lgr5- cells have

not yet been traced within adenoma and tumor formation,

their actual contribution in this context compared to Lgr5?

cells is still elusive. It will be interesting to test whether

adenomas that do indeed exhibit a hierarchical organization

during tumor initiation continue to do so after progressing

to malignancy. In summary, during homeostasis, ISM and

progenitors are dynamically reversible, like non-CSC and

CSC during carcinogenesis, and this is dependent on the

niche, which corroborates the role of the microenvironment

in cell fate determination during tissue homeostasis, and

also during tumor development.

The impact of cell plasticity on phenotypic and func-

tional heterogeneity is also crucial in the context of its

contribution to epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT)

during tumor progression. EMT is an early developmental

process, naturally occurring during gastrulation and neural

crest formation, as well as for tissue homeostasis [87].

During tumor progression, this embryonic EMT program is

reinitiated, leading to changes in cell function, morphology

and phenotype, and initiates invasive potential and cell

mobility by the re-emergence of stem cell characteristics,

which has been documented in colon cancer and other

tumors [87–89]. The fact that preferably cells at the inva-

sive tumor front exposed to an inflammatory microenvi-

ronment acquire CSC characteristics in response to the

stromal signals, reinforces the assumption of dedifferenti-

ation as stochastic, dynamic and bidirectional process in

response to extrinsic factors rather than solely induced via

intrinsic oncogenic transformation. During EMT, stroma

derived factors, including Wnt, HGF, TGF-b, FGF, and

EGF, as well as a number of cytokines, lead to the acti-

vation of transcriptional repressors, including ZEB1, Twist,

Snail1 and 2, which directly and indirectly inhibit E-cad-

herin transcription [54, 88, 90, 91]. In a mouse model

developing highly invasive colorectal tumors, it could be

shown that tumor cells at the invasive front performed

EMT by upregulating EMT markers such as Twist1 and

Snail1, which conversely downregulated epithelial

E-Cadherin in a NF-jB-dependent manner. The recruit-

ment of inflammatory myeloid cells further accelerated the

EMT process and supported tumor cell survival through

additional Stat3 activation in tumor cells [42]. Spatiotem-

poral plasticity and reciprocity are essential in both tumor

cells and the microenvironment during tumor progression,

and are subject to further drift, with cells moving from one

environment to another. The concept of dynamic reci-

procity was originally termed in the context of wound

healing by Paul Bornstein [93], and was expanded to the

context of cancer in 2008 [93, 94]. Accordingly, plasticity

and reciprocity account for the morphologic and functional

intertumoral and intratumoral heterogeneity driven by

various mentioned mechanisms in response to hypoxia and

severe metabolic stress [95], as well as chronic growth

factor stimulation and inflammation [96, 97], in order to

adapt to altering environmental conditions. The change of
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cell position is also critical for the induction of plasticity

and reciprocity. EMT gives access to different physical

environments and molecular structures at the primary

tumor site, as well as at the metastatic site. Consequently,

invasion and metastasis are both cause and consequence of

plasticity and reciprocity. In terms of colorectal carcino-

genesis the change in cell position is given through a high

turnover pace and movement of dividing and differentiat-

ing epithelial cells out of the crypt upwards, and therefore

exposure to a changing microenvironment, which may

facilitate cell plasticity of predisposed cells of all differ-

entiation states to initiate tumorigenesis.

Therapeutic challenges

The phenotypic changes associated with a switch between

various cell differentiation states within a tumor account for

differing responsiveness to several chemotherapeutics [98].

Therefore, cell plasticity is a key determinant of drug

resistance in cancer cells. The role of the inflammatory

microenvironment as a major trigger for reversible, sto-

chastic cell state transitions, and therefore facilitating tumor

relapse, has been widely underestimated thus far [43, 99].

However, targeting the tumor environment to restrict cell

plasticity rather than merely targeting subpopulations of

tumor cells opens a new avenue for promising treatment

options. In a mouse model of glioblastoma, bone-marrow-

derived CD11b ? myeloid cells contributed to tumor

regrowth by promoting a functional tumor vasculature fol-

lowing radiotherapy, which could be inhibited by pharma-

cological blockade of SDF1-binding to its receptor CXCR4

[100]. Moreover, therapeutic blockade of macrophage

recruitment in breast cancer patients increased the survival

chance after therapy [43, 99]. Resistance against immune

therapy accounts for the cancer immunoediting theory in

which cancer and immune cell co-evolution are liable to the

Darwinian selection of therapy resistant tumor cell variants

that escape cytotoxic T cells either through downregulation

of T cell antigens or MHC molecules, but primarily also

through an effector T-cell suppressive inflammatory

microenvironment, as has been demonstrated in transgenic

mouse models of melanoma [101–103]. To what extent cell

plasticity contributes to tumor malignancy is still unknown,

but new treatment approaches targeting inflammation

induced cell plasticity rather than single subpopulations of

cells are in demand in order to prevent resistance to

immunotherapies and chemotherapies. However, diagnos-

ing the degree of plasticity and cell state dynamics in order

to assess the predicted tumor malignancy will be chal-

lenging compared to genetic alterations. Cell plasticity is

hard to track, due to its transient character and high

reversibility depending on the surrounding conditions, and

cannot be captured in a representative way by the snapshot

of a classic tumor biopsy and subsequent histological ana-

lysis. One approach to evaluate cell state dynamics and

plasticity may be in vivo non-invasive molecular imaging,

as hypoxia, apoptosis, acidosis, cell signaling and inflam-

mation can be considered, which are all important factors

accounting for a high plasticity [104, 105].

Prediction of the transplantation and therapy response

depend on the form and extent of cell type plasticity, as the

differentiation of tumorigenic cells into non-tumorigenic

progeny can either be irreversible, partially reversible or

readily reversible, of which a fully reversible cell is most

difficult to erase. Yet, therapies forcing CSC to differen-

tiate to minimize CSC populations, as well as intervention

of their proliferation, may provide at least one strategy to

target CSC populations. Tumorigenic CSC of some cancers

are intrinsically resistant to certain therapies, such as some

glioblastoma or certain types of breast cancer cells, in

which tumorigenic cells were found to be enriched after

irradiation [106, 107]. Similar observations were made in

cyclophosphamide-treated CRC cells [108]. However, it

may not be generally true that CSC are defined by therapy

resistance, but instead they may be more susceptible to

other therapy methods than non-tumorigenic cells. To

achieve a high therapeutic efficacy rate, interdisciplinary

approaches are required to target tumor plasticity, e.g.,

inhibiting signaling in the microenvironment in addition to

immunotherapy and genotoxic therapies, as well as using

radiotherapy and oncogenic signaling inhibitors combined

with T cell directed immunotherapy.

Outlook

An emerging huge body of work is supporting a dynamic

model of tumorigenesis in which interconversions between

low and high tumorigenic states occur frequently, thereby

increasing tumorigenic and malignant potential. Therefore,

a deeper investigation of genetic heterogeneity and cell

plasticity will be required to achieve a better understanding

of the tumorigenic potential of tumors and how to target

tumorigenic subpopulations, or rather, prevent cell plas-

ticity and the emergence of highly tumorigenic cells. So

far, the question of to what extent tumor plasticity con-

tributes to tumor phenotypic and functional heterogeneity

is still unaddressed. In some cancers, tumorigenic cells are

rare with a clear hierarchy; in others, they are more

abundant with a less obvious hierarchy; there may also be

tumors with coexistence of tumorigenic cells with different

potential in which tumors follow the CSC model only

partially, which makes it difficult to determine the actual

tumorigenic potential. Another difficulty in determining the

amount of tumorigenic cells is the lack of valid
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combination of CSC markers available to isolate a CSC

population with a high degree of purity, so a substantial

amount of patient samples needs to be screened to identify

a more reliable set of CSC markers to analyze the hetero-

geneity among patients. A combination of immunotherapy/

chemotherapy and inhibitors of oncogenic signaling is

likely to be most beneficial for a good outcome, and the

key may be the right time schedule of application to

achieve best results regarding antigenic landscape and

oncogenic signaling cascade variations. Supported by

hitherto findings and regarding the complexity of tumor

development as well as the variations among different

cancer types or the variations among patients with the same

cancer type, the different tumor heterogeneity source

concepts are likely to coexist and do not exclude each

other, but may altogether provide better explanations to the

heterogeneity within tumors and among tumors, than only

referring to one concept. A combination of extrinsic sig-

naling and cell-intrinsic genetic and epigenetic variations

facilitate the event of dynamic interconversion between

non-CSC and CSC cell states, questioning the existence of

a rigid CSC hierarchy and rather supporting a transient,

dynamic, short-lives hierarchical monopoly of some CSC-

like cells, which may switch into more differentiated cell

states; however, they can be easily replaced by non-CSC

populations acquiring CSC expression patterns. The gen-

eration of tumor-initiating and metastatic CSC from non-

CSCs implicates that tumorigenesis is a far more complex

process than can be expected according to the classic CSC

model, as all types of cells independent of their differen-

tiated state are capable of switching to a tumor promoting

cell state de novo. Hence, the pool of tumorigenic cells is

not only limited to stem cells or a subpopulation of cells,

but is larger than expected and dynamic depending on

extrinsic and intrinsic factors; hence calling for new indi-

vidual therapeutic strategies. The dynamic cell plasticity

concept for tumor development suggests that the cells

responsible for aggressive tumorigenesis are moving tar-

gets, and only combined therapies inhibiting CSC prolif-

eration or forcing CSCs to exit the CSC-state, as well as

prevention of cell state switching, may provide the most

effective therapeutic system to improve patient survival.

According to the traditional, hierarchical CSC model,

CSCs are on top of the hierarchy and fuel tumor growth in

a unidirectional top-down manner by spawning a bulk of

more differentiated non-CSC, which cannot re-enter the

CSC state again. The plastic, bidirectional CSC model

suggests that non-CSC tumor cells can rapidly change their

phenotype and possibly revert back towards a CSC state in

response to changes in the niche, depending on hypoxia,

pH changes, structural tissue remodeling and infiltration of

inflammatory cells secreting pro-inflammatory mediators

such as cxcl1, IL-6, TNF-a, HGF or TGF-b.
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